Coronoid-temporalis pedicled rotation flap for orbital floor reconstruction of the total maxillectomy defect.
Total maxillectomy creates a significant defect in the supporting framework of the orbit. Successful reconstruction of the deficit requires repair of the orbital floor to prevent early and late complications. This paper describes the recreation of the orbital floor using a coronoid-temporalis sling. Retrospective review of two patients who underwent total maxillectomy and subsequent coronoid-temporalis sling reconstruction of the surgical defect. The charts of two patients who underwent coronoid-temporalis reconstruction of the orbital floor were retrospectively reviewed. The outcomes were evaluated. The authors present a method for reconstruction of the orbital floor and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this method. Two patients underwent successful reconstruction of the orbital floor with a coronoid-temporalis sling procedure. Both patients display acceptable functional and cosmetic results. Coronoid-temporalis sling is a readily available and easily modified tissue for reconstruction of the orbital floor. It offers similar results to those previously described techniques in this area without need for further extensive surgery.